The format of the specimen tests that follow will be revised for the 2021 Organ Trials, as follows:

All keyboard tests for the 2021 Organ Trials will be devised for single keyboard. Candidates' video-recorded 'answers' may be played on an organ, piano or electric keyboard.

In the case of the first two tests, the music will be presented on two staves. The Score-Reading test will remain in an Open Score format (i.e. on four separate staves).

Given the extended time available this year for uploaded submissions, all keyboard tests should be treated as 'quick study' exercises to be practised prior to recording, as opposed to being recorded 'at sight'.
1. Play the following passage.

\[ \text{\textit{Moderato, flowing, poco rubato}} \]
2. Transpose this hymn tune DOWN a tone, into F major.
3. Play the following score-reading test.